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“The Race for Our Attention” 

• 1980s - Personal computer revolution

• 2007 – Steve Jobs launches the iPhone (merger of phone and iPod)

• Late 2000s – seedbed of social media

• 2012 – monetization of Facebook mobile app

• 2010s – proliferation of specifically engineered devices and 
applications



The Rise of Technology

Human 
Strength

Human 
Weakness



Contributors to Overwhelm

• Nonimportant things become urgent

• Decreasing ability to read long-form (Nicolas Carr)

• Attention residue: “I can multitask,” says everyone. Yes, but…

• Mere presence of a smartphone decreases cognitive ability



(2017) https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/691462



Contributors to Overwhelm

• Nonimportant things become urgent

• Decreasing ability to read long-form (Nicolas Carr)

• Attention residue: “I can multitask,” says everyone. Yes, but…

• Mere presence of a smartphone decreases cognitive ability

• Dizzying mental and digital clutter from information overload

• Fractured focus



Digital discipleship

Iron Law of Education: 

"A disciple is not above his teacher, but everyone who is perfectly 
trained will be like his teacher." (Luke 6:40)



Two approaches

“Any-Benefit Approach”
You’re justified in using a network tool if you can identify any possible benefit to 
its use, or anything you might possibly miss out on if you don’t use it. 

“Craftsman Approach”
Identify the core factors that determine success and meaning in your 
professional and personal life. Adopt a tool only if its positive impacts on these 
factors substantially outweigh its negative impacts. 

Newport, Digital Minimalism, p. 186 and 191 



The Initiation

• Ask your spouse, child, close friend, or coworker how your digital 
relationships affect your human relationships.

• Dumb down the smartphone (Do it with family, coworkers, or friends) 

1. DND mode by default

2. Bland background

3. Optimally automate settings (focus mode, grayscale, DND)

4. Increase friction 

5. Turn off almost ALL notifications (phone & computer) 

6. Put every app or tool on your phone through the value analysis filter:



Will removing access to this app/digital tool significantly 
harm you academically or personally?

Keep it BUT define 
the relationship

Delete/remove access 
for 30 days

The Value Analysis Filter: 



Define the Relationship 

• When will you use them?

• Where will you use them?

• How long will you use them?



Examples

Email 

• Phone: blocked by default using Android’s Digital Wellbeing tool

• Laptop: access three times per day in my office:
• Between 9:00 – 10:00 am (emergency check)

• Over lunch break (emergency check)

• Daily shutdown routine (inbox zero)

[insert social media site of choice]

• Phone: deleted

• Laptop: login once per week on Sunday afternoon from 3:30-4:30 in the living 
room.



Get Organized

Driving principles of organization

#1 Clutter is costly.

#2 Optimization is important.

#3 Intentionality is satisfying.

Newport, Digital Minimalism, p. 35 



"Random nonactionable but potentially relevant material, 
unprocessed and unorganized, produces a debilitating 

psychological noise.“ (Allen)

"The vast majority of people have been trying to get organized 
by rearranging incomplete lists of unclear things.“ (Allen)

Open Loops





The GTD Solution

• Daily shutdown (in-box zero)

• Weekly review (in-box zero and writing a weekly plan)

• GTD weakness: doesn’t tell you what things align with your values

• Stephen Covey’s First Things First offers a helpful corrective 



Determine large rocks for each role 
by asking: 

What one practice or 
accomplishment this week 
would have the most positive 
impact in _______?

Schedule the rocks.



Autopilot scheduling

Set boundaries around your values. Schedule priorities.

Newport Example (2008):
• At MIT doing demanding graduate work

• Working on several research papers

• Trying to determine key ideas for dissertation

• Teaching Assistant and taking courses

• Running his own blog and a staff writer for a magazine

• Researching for his next book

“I work from 9-5 on weekdays and in the morning on Sunday”



Building an autopilot schedule

Regularly occurring tasks

• Assign every regularly occurring task to a specific day of the week

• EXAMPLE: 

• Monday Greek reading → Friday 8:30-10:00

• Create next week’s Greek flashcards → Friday afternoon

• Tuesday Slavery reading → Saturday morning 



Building an autopilot schedule

Non-regularly occurring tasks (i.e. large complex projects)

• Build out the project with benchmarks/milestones

• Create weekly spaces to make progress on larger projects



Tip #1

Break down big, scary, ambiguous tasks into smaller bite size pieces.

Example: Slavery and Abolition Final Project
❑ Task #1 - Choose one of the three options in the syllabus 

(Journalistic Profile)

❑ Task #2 – Choose the organization to highlight

❑ Task #3 – Spend an afternoon at BPL researching and compiling findings on 
the organization

❑ Task #4 – Draft a list of interview questions and set up interview with 
organization leadership



Tip #2

Consider your natural work rhythms

Peak – analytical tasks

Trough – administrative tasks

Rebound – creative tasks

Morning person (lark)  – peak → trough → rebound

Evening person (owl)   – trough → peak → rebound

Daniel Pink: http://buildingastorybrand.com/episode-78/

http://buildingastorybrand.com/episode-78/


Get productive

Daily time block scheduling

• Block out the hours of the day

• Assign work to these blocks

• Adjust as needed 



Conclusion

• Identify contributors to overwhelm

• Implement creative solutions

• Adopt a craftsman approach to digital tools

• Produce high quality work, edify the church, change the world!
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Resources

• Covey, Stephen. First Things First

• Newport, Cal. Introducing The Time-Block Planner. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eff9h1WYxSo

• Newport, Cal. Deep Work

• Pink, Daniel. “How to Stop Wasting Time and Start Wielding It.” http://buildingastorybrand.com/episode-78/

• Centre for Humane Technology: Take Control (practical steps)

Tools

• Freedom: Software to block websites, the internet, and apps across devices

• DF Tube: Chrome extension blocks suggested videos on YouTube

• uBlock Origin: Chrome extension ad blocker 

• Strict Workflow: Chrome extension site blocker with one click

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eff9h1WYxSo
http://buildingastorybrand.com/episode-78/
https://www.humanetech.com/take-control
https://freedom.to/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/df-tube-distraction-free/mjdepdfccjgcndkmemponafgioodelna
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/ublock-origin/cjpalhdlnbpafiamejdnhcphjbkeiagm
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/strict-workflow/cgmnfnmlficgeijcalkgnnkigkefkbhd

